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Opus plans
new format
by Doug Deuitch
The Opus, Hope's literary magaine, is
expanding its coverage of fine a r t s
material this year. In the past, the Opus
published prose, poetry, photography and
art submissions from students and occasionally from faculty members. This
year drama and music will be added to
the format.
"We wanted to get out of the literary,
poetry and art bind," commented editor
Kirk McMurray. By expanding its
coverage, McMurray hopes the appeal of
the O p u s will also increase.
In the late 1950s and early 1960s, McMurray noted, the Opusprinted original
musical compositions. The O p u s hopes to
revive this practice again this year.
Students are encouraged to submit
original scores.
Drama submissions are also welcome.
While it would be difficult to publish a
play, given the space limitations of the
magaine, the O p u s could possibly
sponsor an enactment of it.

However, the Opus may be limited in
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SC announces representatives
by Beth Dodd
percent of the vote cast in his district as a
Last night was the first meeting of this write-in. This majority, they felt, was
year's Student Congress; in this meeting necessary since he had not followed the
the board and committee appointments established codes set forth to regulate
were filled. Student Congress will meet S C. elections. Kennedy did not receive
again next Wednesday night at 10 p.m. in the designated 50 percent and the Phelps
Phelps Conference Room, and every position was given to another candidate
other week thereafter. Winners in the who lost in his own district.
recent Student Congress representative
The following a r e the elected
elections have been announced, as well.
representatives:
There are 32 representatives in Student Off-campus:
Mary Beth Stegeman
Congress and one IRC representative.
George Caravella
The positions a r e divided proportionately
Jim Schipper
to the number of college students-who live
Craig Morford
within each district. Districts a r e divided
Lisa Gidday
into dormitories, apartments, cottages,
DykstraHall:
and off-campus population.
'Beth Nykamp
In some districts there were not enough
Sara Souter
candidates running to fulfill the positions
P a m Wright
open, and in other districts there were
Nickie Bertram
very competitive races.
Kollen, Phelps, men's and women's Phelps Hall:
Lora Rector
cottages and the Durfee-Gilmore districts
Phil Vanderhaar
all had less candidates than open
positions. This has been the case in other Women's cottages:
years and in the past first vice presidents
Jeanette Eberhard
of Student Congress, who are in charge of Men's cottages:
polls and elections according to the
DaveRhem
present constitution, have set a precedent
Tom Bayer
to appoint candidates who were not Columbia-Parkview:
Donna Klein
elected in their districts to the open
Scott MacBeth
positions.
This year in Phelps Hall there was an Kollen:
RickDernberger
open position, and a candidate, Richard
Ellie Winter
Kennedy, who had not turned in a petition
John Beery
with the 20 signatures required to get on
BillLokker
the S.C. ballot, as designated in the S.C.
constitution, attempted a write-in can- At large:
didacy. There was no precedent for such
Ted Bolema
a write-in candidate, so the cabinet,
SueMarkusse
which consists of S.C. president Jon
JohnConser
Schmidt, first vice president Matt Vander Durfee-Gilmore:
Molen, and second vice president Jane
VanRathbun
Sanderson, agreed before the election
Lynn Forth
that Kennedy must receive at least 50
Lera Thompson

Frat complex:
Mark Schrier
Tim Jasperse
George Wiszynski
Kevin Toren
Brumler-Lichty-Van Vleck:
Lana Bian
Barb Weeden

the amount it can actually expand.
Budgetary and space considerations
restrict the number of submissions it can
publish in an issue. The Opus budget was
not increased this year, even though
printing costs continue to rise. Also, the
magazine will continue to publish once a
semester as in the past.
In addition to the Opus itself, the staff
of the magazine organizes poetry and
prose readings during the year. The
participants in these readings are
principally students, but faculty, many
times, also contribute. In accordance
with the increased coverage of the Opus,
the first reading, to be held Oct. 2 in the
DeWitt student theatre, will include
original fiction and non-fiction prose,
poetry and music. Additionally, two
students will present an original interpretation of a scene from Oscar
Wilde's "The Importance of Being
Earnest."
Besides McMurray, the other members
of the O p u s staff include Janet Lootens,
Lynn Dunkle, Richard Kuhrt, Ann
Radtke, Suzanne Hagan and Meg Webb.
Jane Harrington, assistant professor of
English, is the advisor.

New art gallery sought
by Lyn Van Eyl
One of the rooms replaced by administration offices after the Van Raalte
fire last spring was the Art Gallery. This
was a place to display the art department's permanent collection, to show the
work of visiting artists, and to show the
recent work of Hope faculty.

about the project, since it will mean much
more campus exposure.
A problem currently facing the art
department is that of storage space for
the permanent collection. Presently the
study room and the former art history
office, both in the basement of Phelps
Hall, are being used. This presents a
problem for Phelps residents, as they
want their study room back. Unfortunately, there are very few places on
campus which would be suitable for
storing art, because of improper climate
control.

Presently architects are designing a
new gallery for the Phelps lobby. The
proposed design entails a partition with
sliding glass doors at either end, leaving
the hall intact. Also proposed is the enclosing of the small alcoves in the opposite wall for display purposes, and the
Two student shows have been planned
use of portable, four-sided cases in the for this semester. The first show will be
hall, cafeteria, or the Kletz.
held in October on the lower patio at De
Interior renovation would include track Witt Cultural Center, displaying sculplighting, security, and more neutral ture by Hope student Mark Holmes. The
carpeting. Within this area will also be a second will be a juried student show, to be
lounge for small gatherings, receptions, held in Van Zoeren Library on Nov. 13;
and meetings. The objective is to make the show will be open to all students.
this area as multi-purpose as possible.
^
.
The art department plans to move into
Minimum cost for this project is the SUgh factory on 12th and Colj^bia by
estimated at $15,000, according to Bill fall of 1981. Part of the Shgh building will
Anderson, vice president for business and be made into a gallery for visiting shows
. finance. This is about what it would cost and permanent collection displays. This
to furnish the lounge.
will leave the Phelps gallery for student
The art department is enthusiastic shows.
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Faculty perspectives on 'horn-again politics
e
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g
o

(Much of the research for this
orflcle
comes
from
Newsweek
magazine,
"A Tide of Bam-Again
Polities'' and George F. Will's "Who
Put Morality In Politics
Sept. IS,
1960 issue.)

w
o

by Marti Szilagyi

•
For the American politician, special
g interest g r o u p s h a v e become an
y unavoidable factor in determining public
policy. The surprising emergence of the
X Evangelical Christians as a vigorous
political movement raises questions and
concerns among many m e m b e r s of the
secular and religious communities.
The evangelical political crusade began
three years ago when a group of individuals c a m e to feel that J i m m y
Carter, the first "born-again Christian"
candidate, had betrayed them by taking
what they considered to be anti-family
stands such as his support on the ERA
and rights for homosexuals. They also
criticized his lack of zeal in halting
Federally funded abortions. Anger and a
sense of alienation had begun to be
vocalized by a significant number of
fundamentalists over the encroachment
of "secular h u m a n i s m " upon their lives.
For them, such values a r e anathema and
must be combatted. They primarily hold
the Federal Government responsible for
promoting societal decay.
G e o r g e F. Will, c o l u m n i s t for
Newsweek
m a g a z i n e , poses the
question "Why all the moral furor on the
part of evangelicals?" His answer: "they
have been provoked." Will also cautions
opponents of the Evangelical Christians
against being too quick to condemn the
group for "imposing its standards." In its
buckling under to demands of competing
pressure lobbies, the Government is
every bit a s busy in its attempts to "incalculate new attitudes."
ACTUALLY,
THOSE
WHO
spearheaded the movement were not
fundamentalist preachers at all, but
political pros. The core group consisted of
Paul Weyrich, who runs a highly
respected
''training
school"
in
Washington for conservative candidates,
and Howard Phillips, organizer of the
Conservative Caucus. Robert Billings, a
defeated GOP Congressional contender
f r o m I n d i a n a who had a t t e n d e d
Weyrich's school, and Ed McAtter, a
v e t e r a n m a r k e t i n g consultant for
Colgate-Palmolive who had become
acquainted with hundreds of evangelical
ministers nationwide, later joined the
ranks.
Last J a n u a r y , this group approached
Reverend J e r r y Falwell, pastor of the
Liberty Baptist Church in Lynchburg,
Virginia and persuaded him to set up a
political organization which Weyrich
suggested calling "Moral Majority".
Billings was assigned as its director.

Weyrich and his colleagues knew of
FalwelFs reputation a s a capable money
raiser and a shrewd tactician.
Falwell hopes to enlist the nation's 30
million to 65 million Evangelical
Christians through various media. The
most successful means of communicating
his political philosophy has been through
television. His "Old Time Gospel Hour"
already reaches approximately 18 million
viewers each week. The Sunday program
is carried by 681 t.v. and radio stations
across the country. This show and other
financial ventures yield $1 million a year
for Falwell's project.
BOTH "MORAL MAJORITY" and the
west coast based "Christian Voice" have
launched large-scale voter registration
drives in an effort to get the nonpolitically oriented m e m b e r s of the
Evangelical Christian persuasion involved. Victory at the polls has become
an all important objective. A Gainsville,
Florida minister running to the State
Legislature commented, 4A11 across the
country, Christians a r e registering to
vote like never before. We're running for
everything from dog catcher to Senator.'
In that city, some evangelicals f r o m one
church won 42 of the 53 seats they sought
on the D e m o c r a t i c C o m m i s s i o n .
Evangelical Christian activists elected
one governor and have had candidates for
the House and Senate win primaries in
Alaska, Alabama, and Iowa.
The mission does not end there. As
North Carolina t.v. evangelist Jim
Bakker states it,"We want to see more
and more politicians in office who believe
what we believe." The "New Christian
Right" (theologian Martin E. Marty's
term) opposes abortion, sex education in
the public schools, pornography, gay
rights, legalization of marijuana, the
ERA, the Department of Education,
defense cuts, and the SALT II treaty. It
supports free enterprise, a balanced
budget, voluntary prayer in public
schools, a powerful military, a reinstatement or the 1955 Defense Treaty with
Taiwan, a secure Israel, and the KempRoth proposal to reduce taxes by 30
percent.
Thus, those public officials on the
national, state, and local levels who fail to
back these aims, may lose the next
elections if Evangelical activists have
their way. In fact, Christian Voice rates
all the m e m b e r s of Congress on how they
voted concerning "fourteen key moral
issues". If the Congressmen polled did
not come out in favor of issues Christian
Voice deemed most important, that
organization put out a "hit list" on those
p o l i t i c i a n s . C h r i s t i a n Voice then
proceeded to accuse each of these public
officials of having a poor 'moral voting
record'. Falwell sends out polls to citizens
and delivers the results to vis. Senators in
Washington. He also sends "Moral.
Majority Reports" and letters par-
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ticularly to American ministers. One m a y
regard the "Moral Majority Report" a s a
sort of "litanus test for one's faith."
LARGELY DUE TO the influence of
Evangelical Christians, at least two
senators, Dick Clark (D. Iowa) and
Thomas Mclntyre (Dem. New Hampshire), were unseated. Falwell predicts
that a half dozen more liberal senators
will be ousted f r o m office in November.
Among these include: George McGovern
(Dem. S.D.), Frank Church (Dem.
Idaho) and Alan Cranston (Dem. Calif ).
Christian Voice is counting on the defeat
of at least 50 lawmakers.
Falwell's Moral Majority and Christian
Voice have come out in favor of Reagan.
Ronald Reagan does not take those endorsements for granted and has been
wooing t h e m by being the only
presidential candidate to appear at the
Religious Round Table's National Affairs
Briefing this past August. He also hired
Billings away f r o m Moral Majority to act
a s Reagan's liason with the "born-again"
community. The courting began at the
GOP Convention in Detroit by inviting
Falwell and his Liberty Baptist Choir
there. The Evangelicals also had a most
noticeable impact on the shaping of the
GOP platform on such controversial
matters as the ERA. Some of the
Evangelicals there tried to block George
Bush's vice-presidential candidacy. Still,
Falwell
insists
that
his
group
wants"influence, not control" and that he
supports the separation of Church and
State. Strategists would like to see
Carter's support base undermined in the
South where some observers believe he
received his narrow margin of victory.

Evangelical a c t i v i s t s a n d R e a g a n
campaign strategists a r e also banking on
such states as Michigan, Illinois, and
Ohio where fundamentalism is growing
rapidly. Christian Voice plans to inundate
the South and the Midwest with five
million pieces of pro-Reagan propaganda
between now and the election.
One could easily question whether
Falwell truly represents a s large a
political block as he claims. Evidence
shows that that m a y be a hasty assertion.
A recent Gallup poll indicates that
evangelical Christians are a s divided on
m a j o r issues and candidates as most
Americans though they a r e usually more
conservative than the country as a whole.
The majority of them call themselves
Democrats who favor J i m m y Carter over
Reagan by a wide margin. Most of them
also support the ERA (53%) a n d only 41%
agree with instituting a constitutional ban
on abortion in all cases. In addition, many
fundamentalist Christians simply do not
vote. Both Bonner, or Christian Voice,
and Falwell dispute these findings.
Bonner contends that the views of at least
25 million people of evangelical persuasion were not reflected in the poll. The
movement claims to have registered
some 2 million new voters of "bornagain" faith. Falwell says that that total
should reach 4 million by Election Day.
Weyrich, one of the advisers to Falwell's
Moral Majority, assumes a more realistic
outlook: 'Anybody who thinks this group
is going to contribute to a political
revotution this election is going to be
disappointed.
Because of Hope's Christian per(confinued

on p. 9)

Renz appointed Saga director
by Rick Dernberger
The new Saga Food Service director,
Steve Renz, has assumed the position
vacated two months ago by Paul Kury.
Renz comes to Hope with seven y e a r s of
Saga experience.
Although he is still familiarizing
himself with the Saga system, Renz
recently addressed some issues and
concerns in an interview.
One problem Renz c a m e across when
assuming his new duties was theft. Last
year students walked out with $10,500
worth of trays, dishes and silverware. "I
don't think students a r e a w a r e of how
much it costs us, and eventually them,
when they walk out with that stuff," Renz
commented. Signs will soon be posted
informing students of the costs of
replacing stolen items.
Renz will be spending much of his effort
building staff morale. "They didn't have
a very stable management staff last year.
That made it hard for the staff to feel at
ease," he said. Renz feels that with the
three managers he has to work with,
much can be done to improve Saga's
service to students.
Renz feels that improved service could
help the reputation of Saga. "I think on
any campus there is a tendency to m a k e
jokes about the quality of the food," he
said. "If I felt I was doing that bad of a
job, I wouldn't be here. There is no doubt

THE
STAG BARBER
AND STYLING
Closed Monday
Open lues.-Saturday
College Ave. at 14th
392-1112
Appointments Available

in my mind that there are times when we
mess up, and I realize that. We just want
to get these mistakes down to a minimum
and try to do the best job that we c a n . "
Renz added that his door or the
m a n a g e r s ' doors are always open for
students to stop in and talk. There is also
a suggestion board in the cafeteria where
students' comments will be answered
within 24 hours.
Some students have complained about
not being able to make up missed meals.
If a student misses two meals, and has his
meal ticket clipped that night, there is no
opportunity to m a k e up those meals.
Since students must pay for their meal
plan in advance, this seems to be an
unfair policy.
Renz explained how the price system
works. "The price that the students pay
for their meal plan is based on a 'missed
meal factor.' It is assumed that the
student on the 21-meal plan only eats 70
percent of those meals. Students on the.
15-meaI plan a r e assumed to eat 80
percent of the meals offered. Those on the
10-meal plan usually eat 95 percent of the
meals offered. Students are only charged
for the percentage of their particular
meal plan."
Before joining Saga, Renz worked with
an airline service. At college, he worked
as an assistant food service manager
before graduating from Wright State
University in 1972.

WTAS undergoes a revision effort
by Ann Vander Borgh
WTAS station manager John Vassallo
has big plans for this year's WTAS.
Vassallo has 35 disc jockeys who meet
once a week to get to know each other and
create station unity. In the past, meetings
were held about once a month and the
disc jockeys weren't able to know with
whom they were working.
Through its m e m b e r s knowing each
other, the organization can give a better
directed performance to its listeners.
Vassallo realizes that this is a communication-oriented operation which
therefore needs effective communication
within itself to appeal to its listeners.

Vassallo is really excited about WTAS'
possibUities. He sees one key way to
make WTAS better: he believes in smooth
transitions between songs. Disjointed
breaks in listening (a cut from Bread
followed by a cut from Kiss, for example)
will be a thing of the past, according to
Vassallo. He is emphasizing good transitions to provide a solid format for the
listeners, so that listeners can build from
a mellow, relaxed state into a state where
feet will not stop tapping and bodies will
not stop swaying.
Vassallo has devised a concert rock
calendar which is posted in designated
areas, such as the Kletz and dorm lobbies. These give the listener a picture of

what WTAS will be playing at three
different 20-minute slots during the day.
To get an idea of what will be playing and
when, students can check the WTAS
schedules.

Prof explains
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internship

Partnership in Social Responsibility is (
an internship program which provides r
opportunities for Hope students to use
their skills in management, economics, \
accounting and other a r e a s in a form of <
Besides continual music, WTAS has a
social service with the Reformed Church
news hour on Thursday, from 10 to 11 of America's Missions and other outreach
p.m., presented by P a t Kruis and Mark
projects in the U.S. and around the world.
Bajema. They cover, in-depth, the news
Students involved in this program will
highlights of the week, centering on have a significant intercultural expertinent events. WTAS also features a
perience, as well as an opportunity to
noon news report each day covering both
provide meaningful service and contribution to society. By working with
international and local news.
these various outreach programs which
- a r e stationed in such areas as Utah,
WTAS covers all home basketball and Bahrein, India and Nepal, students can
football games. Vassallo hopes that, after improve in management and accounting
he talks to the Student Congress Ap- practices.
propriations Committee next spring, he
Two Hope students presently involved
will be granted $300 to pay travel and in this internship program are David
equipment costs for WTAS to cover the McKinney and Phyllis Van Tubergen.
away games as well next year.
McKinney has recently arrived in
Bahrein on the Persian Gulf, to serve at
the American Hospital. Van Tubergen is
Another goal for Vassallo is to open the
transmitters to reach more people on at the Wasatuh Academy in Utah, involved in the business operation, as well
campus. As it stands now, the m a j o r
as assisting in the athletic programs and
dorms h a v e excellent reception, but
dorm-parent duties in this Presbyterian
many places on the campus a r e not
secondary school.
reached.
Applications for the spring semester's
Partnership is Social Responsibility
Because many disc jockeys have heavy P r o g r a m can be obtained from Anthony
morning class loads, there a r e a few Muiderman, 218 Lubbers, or from the
morning show slots still open. Interested business administration office.
students a r e urged to call Vassallo.

Meyers presents new book
The most common defect in the selfimage of most people is nt)t an inferiority
complex, but rather a superiority complex, concluded Hope professor of
psychology David Myers in his newlyreleased book.
In his book. The Inflated Self: Human
Illusions and t h e Biblical Call to Hope
(Seabury P r e s s ) , Myers argues that
people suffer more from a self-serving
bias than low self-esteem.
He notes, for example, that 70 percent
Deb Kggebeen was one of many who accepted the offer of a free banana split V riday
of 829,000 high school students who
ni^ht. (photoby Lora Rector)

responded to a CoUege Board survey
rated themselves above average, but only
two percent below average. Sixty percent
viewed themselves better than average in
athletic ability, but only six percent below
average.

Bakers scholars are still extant
nation's cultural heritage. The funding
by Kim Mool
Within the confines of 9th and 13th which Bakers scholars have been
Streets and Columbia and Central awarded in the past has included full
Avenues, in the small Midwestern city of tuition payment costs to a graduate
Holland, Michigan, there exists, in the school which meets with the standards of
opinion of those people who head the the foundation.
Three years ago the Bakers foundation
Bakers Scholarship Program, one of the
began focusing on other areas, such as
finest liberal a r t s colleges in the country.
,
Established in the early 70s, the funding a private hospital and the Central
Bakers Scholarship Program chose Hope P a r k Zoo in New York City, thereby
as one of only 30 small, private, liberal phasing out their scholarship program.
a r t s schools to be recipients of their However, on Hope's campus, the Bakers
fundings. Said Tony Muiderman, coor- Scholarship program lives on.
Continuing the p r o g r a m on the
dinator of the program on Hope's camremaining
monies from the fund, 11 Hope
pus, "The people of the Bakers foundation
feel our school has the proper en- students are currently Bakers Scholars.
vironment for establishing in students of Besides receiving nominal scholarships
all disciplines the kind of broad thinking from the diminishing money supply, the
that is necessary for those entering into - Bakers scholars bring in speakers for
seminars, visit various organizations and
the business community today."
Describing the primary purpose of the business agencies and take one or two
Bakers Scholarship Program, Muider- m a j o r trips a year.
Last year the Bakers Scholars visited
man said, "The idea of the Bakers
program is to provide additional op- New York City, where they took adportunities for students with good vantage of the city.'s vast cultural oppotential to obtain a liberal arts education portunities. "The trip fulfilled the intent
of the Bakers Scholarship program,
of the first order."
The reason these funds a r e ad- which is to give students a well-rounded
ministered exclusively to liberal arts education. We did frequent a few of the
colleges is because the Bakers foundation city's businesses, but primarily we went
feels that these a r e the kinds of in- to operas, art museums, theatres —
stitutions which will preserve many of the things that many of the students wouldn't
values that a r e an important part of the think of doing or couldn't afford doing on

their own," said Muiderman.
Hope s Bakers Scholars are chosen by a
committee of prominent businessmen of
Western Michigan who have received
liberal a r t s educations and established
themselves as leading citizens in their
respective communities. They review
records and applications as well as interview each of the interested students.
Students generally apply upon entering
their junior or senior year. Said
M u i d e r m a n # of
Hope's
selecting
procedures, "The people of the Bakers
foundation consider Hope's method of
selection one of the finest."
The administration at Hope, seeing the
importance in the Bakers scholarship
program,
hope to c o n t i n u e the
organization via funding from private
enterprises in the area. Like the people of
the Bakers Foundation, Muiderman feels
that "a liberal arts education is the best
framework for developing leadership
qualities in students, and a program like
Bakers can enable students with exceptional potential to obtain this wellrounded kind of education. For instance,
at a school like Hope, a student may have
only one or two courses in marketing
rather than 10, but they also learn about
Shakespeare, music and history. And it is
this kind of educaion that is better for the
long haul."

The book also describes new experiments that reveal the ways in which
people form false beliefs.
"The mind's incredible ' g a r b a g e
collecting capacity' is shown to render
people gullible to belief in occult
phenomena and to false hopes offered by
the mental health movement and by selfserving religion," says Dr. Myers.
Finally, the book indicates that this new
research confirms ancient wisdom about
human pride. And it suggests that the
biblical proclamation of hope offers a
genuine response to human longings.
The Inflated Self is based on Myers'
1979 Finch Lectures at Fuller Theological
Seminary and has been chosen as a fall
selection of the Word Book Club. It is a
sequel to Myers' earlier book, The
Human
Puzzle:
Psychological
Research
and
Christian
Belief,
published by Harper & Row in 1978.
Myers has served on the Hope faculty
since 1967. He holds the B.A. degree from
Whitworth College and the M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees from the University of
Iowa.
In 1972 he was named by Hope's senior
class as the college's outstanding
professor-educator. He was also honored
with a distinguished service award by the
Holland Jaycees.
Currently, Myers is writing a social
psychology textbook for McGraw-Hill.
His more recent lectures include invited
addresses to the American Psychological
Association and to the psychology
departments at Harvard and at Yale
University, where he was the 1980 Dennis
L. Cherlin Memorial Lecturer.

Hope students involved
done for credit, a student usually
must keep a journal and/or write
a paper. A number of such workexperience programs take place
each semester. At present, senior
Mark Stevens is learning the
banking svstem at First National
Bank. Last year a student participated with Legal Aid of
Michigan. Next
\ Western
semester Nan Hussey will be
3
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forming and running a campus
retail store. While not following
f2\ 1
the normal path of an internship,
(SOUM
v
the editorship of the anchor,
as well as an increase in the Opus and Milestone can be
desire to succeed, individual examined in the same light.
participation has become
The rewards for such personal
popular. This increase of individualism has been paralleled participation are numerous.
by an increase in internships, Enjoyment, knowledge, inindependent studies and ex- teraction with different types of
people, and the feeling that one is
tracurricular work.
- Individual involvement can be unportant are all gained from
related to a number of op- such experiences. While a
portunities and programs on student is attending college, it is
Hope's campus. Science students easy to become disengaged from
' in research programs the "real world." The type of
participate
or professors
in their specific involvement spoken of helps a
for
nrofess
field of interest; many work student to learn about and keep
during both the summer and in touch with the life and style
winter and receive a salary for that will eventually become his.
their research. Some students It is such interaction that will
interested in medicine spend help him to be able to adjust to
some of their free hours as situations which will be envolunteers at Holland Com- countered after graduation.
munity Hospital. Education and Furthermore, such experience
foreign language students have balances out an already atthe opportunity to teach both tractive resume or application to
younger and older students, graduate school.
Individual participation is not
while those people interested in
history and english take in- simply something that happens.
dependent studies. These are in- It begins with an idea. Once this
depth studies of either a specific notion is nourished to the point
period of time, subject or author. where a student decides he will
What it entails is a student attempt it, discussion with a
choosing a subject of interest in friend or advisor is usually the
consultation with a professor. next step. From here the acThe two meet at specified times tuality of becoming involved is
during'the week to discuss pre- only a matter of time and
assigned material read about the planning. The important step is
wanting to participate. Once a
person, subject or period.
person makes this all-important
A popular method of personal decision, there are a number of
interaction among business people on campus who will aid
administration, economics and nim in whatever endeavor he
i
political science students is the may
y choose.
Tne anchor would like to eninternship. This includes working
voluntarily or for payment for a courage such student-initiated
local business or firm. If it is projects.
There was once a time when
individual involvement was
frowned upon. Students tended to
fear placing themselves in
situations where they would be
doing something alone. They
sought the safety of groups.
However, due to a greater
awareness of career orientation
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Same old answers
to new problems
Hope students, like the rest of the
United States, are being bombarded with
statements f r o m our three Presidential
contenders. Unlike most Americans,
Hope students can easily turn off the
noise and confusion to retreat Into the
safe isolation which we have always
experienced at Hope. To those of you who

have managed this feat, there is no need
to read any further.
My primary interest lies with those on
campus who have taken an interest in the
Presidential race and have decided that
Ronald Reagan offers the best hope for
America's future. America's future —
that's the crucial concept to keep in mind
during this election at the start of a new
decade. It is therefore essential to realize
where Ronald Reagan is attempting to
take this country.
The direction, for Reagan, is backward.
It's hard to know exactly how far back,
but I would guess about 30 years: to a
time when the U.S. knew she was the
undisputed leader of " d e m o c r a c y " ; when

she could draw a line to divide the world
clearly into good and bad, free and
communist, friend and foe; when a war of
ideas raged, and the United States knew
she was right.
F think most people agree that our
position vis a vis the rest of the world has
drastically changed since then. Confusion
flhniinriR as |n whn iq nnr pppmyTnd-who
Pur
w a n o longer can reject the
hand of communism indiscriminately but
instead find ourselves actually relying on
its help. Things are not clear any more,
especially with regard to America's
future world role.
Debate always occurs over concepts of
our world role. For Reagan, in league
with the c o n s e r v a t i v e s , a G r a n d
Restoration is the plan. The United States
should be number one again, she should
be able to act in any manner she wishes
again, and most of all there should be a
clear line separating the "good" and the
" b a d " again. Reagan himself centered
his closing r e m a r k s ' of the first
(continued

on p. 10)
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Police department issues a challenge
As the new school year is well under
way, the Holland Police Department
wishes to take this opportunity to
welcome all Hope students back to our
community. If this is your first year at
Hope College, we not only want to
welcome you, but wish you our best, as it
is our sincere desire that your stay in our
community will be both pleasurable and
beneficial as you continue your education
to meet the career challenges and
demands of today's society.
Hope is an integral part of our community; consequenUy, we always have
before us the challenge to be Mgood
neighbors.M To accept this challenge we
must all be responsible for our own actions, actions that not only affect you
personally, but also have a tendency to
affect the way the community views, or In
some cases, judges our college students,
usually not as Individuals but as a body or
group.
Let one or two students vandalize, steal

or become disorderly and immediately it
becomes a case of "those college
students." One keg party held in a
residential area that becomes too large,
disturbing the usual tranquillity of the
neighborhood, can cause a* biased
judgee ent directed toward all college
students.
Other situations which can have a
lasting effect are arrests or actions of
misconduct that lead to a criminal
record, such as driving under the Influence of liquor, acts of disorderly
conduct, stealing flags or street signs,
shoplifting, etc. These types of crimes are
all prosecuted and require court appearances that usually result in fines,
long-term probation, and/or jail time.
This can have a most detrimental effect
upon career hopes or ambitions, as a
criminal record Is lasting, and carries
long-range complications—for life.
We sincerely challenge you to think
through the implications and con-

sequences of such acts and refrain from
them. If you have an appropriated flag,
street sign, flower pot, etc., please return
it. These items belong to someone. They
may be returned directly or we will accept them 4, wlth no questions asked."
We are happy to have Hope College in
Holland. In addition to being a tradition,
it's an Important asset to the city. The
fine relationship that has developed
between Hope and the general community over, the years did not Just happen, It's the result of mutual Interest,
cooperation, accommodation, and longtime harmonization. We hope that your
years with us are productive, satisfying
and beneficial. Our commitment Is to be
always available to you, and if we can be
of assistance to you, please do not
hesitate to contact the department or me
personally.
Charles L. Llndstrom
Chief of Police
Holland Police Department
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Student questions S C
It is a question of students' rights. On
Wednesday, Sept. 24, the Hope student
body held its election of representatives
for Student Congress.The residents of
Phelps Hall went to the polls expecting
that the votes we were casting would
determine the people chosen to be our

_

.
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Republican gives reply

VI

irrtio

They seem to feel that a unanimous vote
for a candidate does not necessarily mean
As a Hope student who generally
he is the type of Phelps representa ive
identifies
with the Republican party, I
that they desire.
was
extremely eembarassed
Edward
A decision was made by the Cabinet W
a s extremely
m> o a• n ^ c u 71by
•
— 1_ ^ —
(consisting of the pres.dent and the two Tiesenga's article in last week s anchor
vice presidents) the day of the election to entitled "Reagan-Simple or Direct? In
deny Kennedy the position unless, as a m y opinion all that the article does is give
^
~
^
write-in, he received 50 percent of the the Republicans a bad n a m e and possibly
total Phelps votes. As a result, the encourages support for the Democrats.
Cabinet decided to appoint Phil Vanrepresentatives. Our expectations were derhaar, a non-Phelps resident who
unfounded, for through some "mystical received zero votes for the Pneljfi
Student Congress Cabinet magic," the position and also lost in his own district.
president and vice presidents were Perhaps I should use the term almost
working to replace an elected Phelps won" in his district. How much Vanincumbent
with
an
o f f - c a m p u s derhaar "almost won" by is unknown
representative who was totally unknown because the figures a r e not available. As I
From your article "False sense of
to the residents. This electorlal tam- was I n f o r m e d by Jon Schmidt, It is not
security
nprine Interferes with the right of Hope neat policy to tell people numbers.
securuy is
is worst enemy," 1. eget
- the imstudents to be represented by the people
This decision does not take Into account
pression that many people on this campus
of their choice
the f a c t t h a t R i c h Kennedy recieved 100 view the female students as totally
n , the official ballot handed out to percent support In the votes cast for the helpless beings at the mercy of "weirIJ. .
, .
namp — that of second oosltlon. Also, a f t e r the "results" dos." Before you dismiss this as radical
1 o r i ^ Rector appeared
Phelps
of the election were announced, a petition insensltivlty, 1 want to say that 1 think
L w e v e r is allowed ' w o sea t s in the which Included 6! percent of the Phelps that security on campus is extreme y
Student Congress
Several Phelps
residents showed that all Phelps important and that any student who
residents urged Rich Kennedy to re-run
residents that were approached support wants extra protection ' , e - ^ c o r t ^
for h i s o o s l t l o n a s student representative
the appointment of Rich Kennedy over s h o u l d be provided with it. Any student
becausrof their confidence in his ability. Phil Vanderhaar. The single abstention
male or female. What bothers me about
On Hw mornine oTthe election a write-in was due to conflicting loyalties, not the article is that it perpetuates the
campaign was started for Rich Kennedy conflicting opinions.
"helpless female" mentality which unS ^ e c o n d Phelps Hall representative
The problem lies In the fact that the dermines the strength that women do
Although there was little time before Student Congress Constitution does not h a v e ( p h y s i c a l a s well as emotional) The
the voting began word of the write-in forbid the action taken. It seems that the women on this campus s h o u d be realistic
spread and Kennedy - as a result of his Cabinet can legally play around with the and positive about what they can do.
reputation for having an excellent track
votes. Perhaps it is the constitution that admit what they are unable to do, and^
record and previous experience In the
needs to be replaced. My objection is not only then, make up hat difference with
Student Congress — received 31 percent a legal one, it is an ethical one. We want to the necessary precautions.
of the total Phelps votes cast. This made
be represented by the peopie we choose.^
Dav1
him the uncontested Phelps choice for the
^ G a n >|
^ a m e wlthhel<|
second
position nHe
secona pobiuun.
c was
woa nol
..m, apparently,
nf Phelns Hall
the
Student
Congress
Cabinet
choice.
of
Phelps Hail
the Student Congress Cabinet choice,
_
m
*

Men unsafe
as well

The article was supposedly about 2
Ronald Reagan, but I saw very little h
evidence to support this. It consists ^
primarily of a long series of cheap shots S
against Mr. Tiesenga's steroptyped s
image of liberals, which includes
President Carter and Representative
Anderson. Undoubtedly his style is bushleague, but what angers me most is Mr,
Tiesenga's constant abuse of "liberals."
These allegations have absolutely no
bearing on the qualifications of Governer
Reagan, and at the s a m e time are hardly
fair and honest criticisms of Reagan's
opponents. F a i r criticisms with some
constructive value a r e one thing, but
these purely malicious attacks a r e an
insult not only to the victims, but also to
the integrity of all Reagan supporters.

Mass media seen as the cause of apathy
^

. , ,
tages, budgetary manipulation, unenv

There are only five more weeks until

I

.w

m

fnrmatinn' for the citizen, the 1
formation-, f o r t h e ^ J ^ f o ^ a t ' o T T o

In the future 1 hope that Mr. Tiesenga
w„,

j"-t>
— —— - U ac
from emotional outbursts in his attei
t 0 g a i n support for Governor Reagan.

Gordie Dahlgren
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of
a r t > recently had prints included in the
following exhibitions: Works on Paper,
National Print and Drawing Exhibition,
McCombs

,

a s s l s U n l pr.fe8s„r

N ^ t i o n a f p r i n t and Drawing Exhibition,

a s f e s s s s e s a s ==£==" e s s s - j
SSSSSSS
ISSHHS S — — complex Issues and contrubuting to the
maintenance of a well Informed society,
the media chooses to create confusion and
voter disinterest. To explain this occurrence. one must first understand the
role of the media in our political process.
Election year has become a "media
event." it is to the press what the
Olympics are to athletes. Julip time is to
Dutchmen, or the Mardi Gras is to
drunken sailors; their day in the sun How
else, except through election year
coverage, could the likes of Chris Walace.
Leslie St a II or Ted ^ 1
ever become
household names'' This "A Star Is Bom
Syndrome'' soon results In a unique brand
•
...
.
of competition: commercialism As the
networks battle for Nielsen ratings, news
publications battle for circulation and
reporters battle for notoriety; competent
credible journalism is replaced by trivia
and hyperbole. Soon we have a media
w W c h T t h e w o r d s o f ' f o r m e r Treasury
Secretary William E, Simon " E m phasizes the minutjae of the day and
s u p p l i e s f e w
if any, of the concrete links
needed to maintain a well-informed
public." Instead of concentrating on the
critical issues, their true causes and
possible cures (inflation, energy shor-

a

^ n d ^ a
P
Jis e l e ^ n a
han d
n me reai issues di .
^
a f J

"^Meantthile, in between scenes from this
soap opera the media ihf.orms us of the
general public a p a t h y towards the

our careers and begin "or l a m i l . e . io
short, as we begin our journey into the
"real world" that is e x t o l W so o f t e n - i n
contrast to our little world here at Hope.
It's our responsibility to see that our
world is indeed real.

election, typically hanging the blame
around the candidates necks. Yet,
perhaps, much of this blame rests back
on the media. For it is they who create the
circus-like atmosphere which diverts
public attention away from the Important
to the trivial. And it is they who crea
such confusion regarding the phi osophies
unH their
thpir parties.
n a m e s . All
Ail
of the candidates and
th'is in the name of "credible journalism".
Perhaps 1 should re-emphasize that 1 do
not deslike electons or even the media.
It's just that I truly appreciate the
democracy in which I f v e a n d ' a t e
s e r i o u s l y m y
right to vote. This nation has
granted both 'ts ' ^ d . a a n d i t s c ' U z e n s
u n p a r a l l e l d f r e e d o m s . But t h e s e
freedoms do not come duty free. For
attached to freedom is responsibihty^For
the media, the respoiBibihty to provide
the public with accurate, i - p
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supplies a "menu of junk food. Bu what
better way for the networks o W the
current actors strike than to transform
the eurrent eleetion Into a political soap

found interest

F o r this elec.
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e
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Craig S. Morford
.
Vice Chairman, Young Americans
for Freedom, Hope College Chapter

McCombs also had prints purchased for
permanent collections of University
h
of f L a s . Austm, TX, and the Peoria Art
Guild, P e o n a . 1L,
He will have three prints reproduced in
the spring issue of Michigan Quarterly
and will have work included in ''Repeated
Exposure Photographic Imagery in the
Print Media," held at the William
Rockhill Nelson Gallery of Art, Kansas
City, MT, in the spring of 1982.

20% Off all
diamond
engagement sets
with student I.D.
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For Hope Students
Specializing in up-to-date
hairstyles for men and women
208 South River Between 8th & 9th
WALK-INS WELCOME

Open Men. 9-7; 9-6; Wed., Thurs. & Fri. 9-9;
Sat. 9-5. Call 392-2828

TimeleM iurestmeuts
in elegance.

David H. Kammeraad
2866 Roddlff Avenue, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49508
(616) 942-2990
(Across from Woodland Mall)
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The Pulse

New building top choice
u
by Ingrid Anderson and Anne Brown
^
The purpose of this week's Pulse is to
^ assess student and faculty opinions
o concerning the planning for additional
g facility needs. Forty-seven students and
U faculty members were asked the question
j "What campus facility do you feel is most
g urgently needed?" Given the three opU tions of a library, an administration
^ building, and a student union, the outX come was as follows:

Administration
Building

A majority of those who said that a new
library is most needed feel that the Van
Zoeren Library is inadequate in t e r m s of
available study and book space. One
faculty member stated, ,4At a liberal a r t s
institution, a library should be the focus
for interdisciplinary studies. It is not the
focus now because the library is not
sufficiently stocked due to limited
space."
Those favoring the construction of a
new student union feel that more a r e a s
a r e needed for student activities.

(j8]o/o

Library

17,0

Student Union

12.8

Undecided

2.1

The general concensus of those who
feel the need for a new\ administration
building is that the administration does
not belong in the DeWitt Student and
Cultural Center. Many feel that, because
of its new location, the administration is
imposing
on e f f e c t i v e s t u d e n t
organization. Others feel that a new
administration building is the most
pressing need, but that a number of
facilities such as a new art building and
library should also be considered.

"Antoine Van Leeuwenhoek" at a recent biology seminar (photo by Lora Rector)

As the beat goes on

Tragedy hit the rock scene twice
by Ken Boyce

Tragedy struck the music world last
Thursday, bringing death and sorrow to
two bands. The first band affected, as
many know by now, was the premier
band in rock. Led Zeppelin. The group
had been rehearsing late Wednesday,
Sept. 24, and as it got into the early hours
of Thursday morning, Zeppelin called
practice to an end. Later that day when
John Paul Jones, the bass guitarist and
keyboard player, went to wake Bonham,
Bonham was dead.
John Henry Bonham, 32, had been the
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STAY WARM WITH THE OUTPOST

band's d r u m m e r since its inception in
1968. Known to friends as 4, Bonzo," his
impressive off-beat style of drumming
had become a standard which many tried
to follow. Many were faster, a few were
even more radical, but none could create
the spontaneous and powerful energy that
Bonham had made with John Paul Jones,
Robert Plant, and the undisputed guitar
master, J i m m y Page.
John Bonham reportedly died of a
combination of physical exhaustion and
suffocation. He was found with his face
down in his pillow. Stranger still, after the
autopsy that took place Friday, the report
showed that there was no trace of drugs
or alcohol in his blood.
Led Zeppelin was warming up for a
North American tour on which they had
planned to play in Chicago and Detroit
during the next two months. Looking into
the future, it is hard to tell what Zeppelin
will do now. Their estimated annual income is $35 million, so as for touring and
making records for money, the tour is
definitely not necessary. Hopefully Led
Zeppelin may get some inspiration from
their counterparts, the Who. and not call
it quits. But their sound will never again
rock with Bonzo's heavy drumming. John
Bonham will be m i s s e d by all
rockn'rollers.
Two years ago another band of similar
power met with tragedy in the form of an
airplane crash. This band was Lynyrd
Skynyrd, and with the crash the lead
singer and a founding member. Ronnie
Van Zant, died, ending the future of the
band. Recently a new group rose to
stardom from the ashes of that plane
crash with four members of Skynyrd.
This new band has been touring the U S
to raves and has gotten nothing but great
review of their concerts. I m talking
about the Rossington-Collins Band. Last
Thursday, we lost this new band possiblv
for good. Allen Collins, lead guitarist and
co-founder, lost his wife as she suffered a
fatal heart attack. She was seven months
pregnant. This crushing blow to Collins
has him tentatively calling off all music
obligations, and the band has cancelled
all tour dates.

Looking on the brighter side of things,
we have heard very good news from the
Who, Bad Company, and the Stones First
off, the Who is planning to release a new
LP around the beginning of December
with their new d r u m m e r . Kenny Jones.
Bad Company is also working on a new
album due out at Thanksgiving. As for the
Rolling Stones. Keith and Mick are
arranging a North American tour due
before this year end — should be great!
Maybe they can rescue the Stones' fans
yet.
New releases this week include two
rather interesting albums. Carlos Santana has a new L P entitled "The Swing of
Delight." Carlos Santana has ability in
songwriting. and on "The Swing" he
channels it successfully into his extremely fluid guitar licks. This is a hot
solo record from the man who brought
you the great Latin sounds of Santana.
Elsewhere on the charts is a "logical "
LP from Supertramp. " P a r i s " is a
double-live album with the group's
successful singles played out in extended
live versions. This record is a must for
die-hard Supertramp fans, but their live
sound just does not match up to studio
greats such as "Crime of the Century"
and last year's best-seller, " B r e a k f a s U n
America." Songs include "Bloody Well
Right." "Logical Song." and. of course.
"School."
Flash ... Jethro Tull will appear at
Wings S t a d i u m on a soon-to-beannounced date. This is one to look forward to. Also beware of Blue Oyster Cult
playing with Saxon on Oct. 7. t h i s show
will be at Wings too. and rumor has it that
the Cult have their Laser show with them
once again. Until next week, try not to
take the Zeppelin tragedy too hard. It v\as
only rock'n'roll.

Your Complete Outdoor Clothing Outfitter
Down Vests and Jackets by Northface and Sierra Designs
Woolrich Wool Sweaters & Shirts,
Duofold Underwear and Turtlenecks, Fiber Pile Jackets,
X-L Skiwear, Wool Hots, Gloves and Sox
ALL DESIGNED WITH

LONG WEAR AND FUNCTION IN MIND.
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by Tracy Ore
Each year Hope holds a Humanities
Colloquium Series. At various times
throughout the year, the college hosts
different speakers who discuss certain
topics which are relevant to the college
community's interests at the time.

A"

Refreshments will be served at the
afternoon colloquia. For dinner meetings,
reservations will be required.
The humanities division is comprised of to
six d e p a r t m e n t s : English, foreign
languages and literature, philosophy,
religion, history, and political science.
The Humanities Colloquium Series is
organized by Nyenhuis and by professors
Arthur H. Jentz, Jr. and Ruth W. Todd.

This year Hope will continue with the
series. Just recently the series began with
a speaker from Bristol, England, M.J.
Wilcock. His topic was "Ministry in the
English Church Today."
Future speakers come from as f a r
away as J a p a n and as close as Lubbers
Hall. The next colloquium will be held
Oct. 3 at 12:30 p.m. in Winants
Auditorium. Featured will be W.B.
Stanford, regius professor of Greek at
Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland. His topic
will be "The Artistry of the Iliad." A
schedule of the dates of future colloquia
can be obtained f r o m Jacob E. Nyenhuis,
dean for the humanities.
On April 21, 1981 a colloquium will be
held at which faculty and students will
present papers on topics of current interest reflecting their research. This
colloquium will be open to all faculty and
students.
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The cheerleadlng squad forms a pyramid (photo by Lora Rector)

Cheerleaders keep up
the Hope spirit
Bv Jeff Dorner
Football and basketball games today
would seem incomplete if cheerleaders
were not present. And Hope's enthusiastic clan adds much to the Flying
Dutchmen's games.
Junior Bill Godin has been interested in
cheerleading since his freshman year.
Last spring. Godin tried out for the squad
and was accepted. According to Godin,
tryouts for the football season are held
the preceding spring, and tryouts for the
basketball season a r e held in the late fall.
"These sessions are more rigorous for the
women than for the men," said Godin.
" F o r instance, guys aren't expected to do
the splits and they don't have to worry so
much about cartwheels."
Even before tryouts begin, practice
sessions a r e
held with c u r r e n t
cheerleaders and next year's hopetuls.
Special emphasis, for men, is placed on
the use of the mini-tramp and how to lift
and hold girls during special cheers.
Godin pointed out, " h e r e we learn that it's
not all the guys' work. The girls must help
themselves be lifted, and then position
themselves accordingly. It's an effort on
both cheerleaders' parts."
During the games, the i n e n ' s main
functions include yelling through the
megaphones, performing stunts on the
trampoline, and helping the girls get to
the tops of their towering pyramids. The
squad works together to generate enthusiasm.

t

for one, hopes to see the competition get
tougher for the approaching basketball
season. "Cheerleading during one season
doesn't guarantee you a place for the next
season," he said. "This makes initiative
stronger; it makes you work harder. I
wish that more guys would try out
because we really have a riot."
Despite Hope's 0-4 football record,
Godin does not consider Hope a losing
team. "Two of our losses have come
against Division II schools," he said.
"They even offer scholarships ... totally
above our heads. And our remaining two
losses have been against two of the finest
Division III schools in the nation." Godin
forecasts that "since we have held our
own in every game, when we get back into
our own conference, we're going to walk
all over everybody."
One problem that Godin would like to
see eliminated is that of having to run
across the field several times per game in
order to reach all of Hope's fans. "This
problem could be eliminated," he said,
"if Hope College would give the student
body an ample section to sit together. The
school has given excellent seating to the
visiting teams' fans, bands, faculty, and
parents. The only people neglected were
our students. Consequently, the Flying
Dutchmen's fans a r e spread unevenly
throughout the stadium."

Godin r e g r e t s not joining t h e
cheerleading squad sooner. He said, "the
Seniors Chris Brawning and J a n e thing I'm going to miss most a f t e r
DeYoung a r e the squad's captains this graduating is cheerleading. I wish we had
season. Both have been cheerleaders more fans who cheered with us, though.
" f o r e v e r , " said Godin, and were Hopefully that will improve during the
basketball season when the crowd is
unanimously elected by the others.
Competition during tryouts was not too closer to the g a m e and to us. The worst
•i nit p n ^- t h i T v P ^ T because"
IlCQ fewer
foVl'Pr people
HPOnlP part of cheerleading is trying to figure out
than ^ u a l trie^ouUor the iquad.
How to motivate people. That's not easy
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William Mayer, assistant professor of
art at Hope, is presently having a oneman exhibition of his recent series of
drawings and sculpture, at Bethel
College, St. Paul, Minnesota. The work
will be displayed Sept. 29 through Oct. 19.
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Dr. Larry Alderink of Concordia
College in Moorhead, Minnesota will
speak on world religions this Thursday
and Friday. Dr. Alderink, a graduate of
Calvin College, Calvin Seminary, and the
University of Chicago will speak during
Community Hour (11:00 a.m.) on " P l a t o
and St. Paul on Immortality."
Thursday at 4:00 p.m. in Lubbers Loft, he
will speak on "Buddhist Ideas of
Selfhood." Dr. Alderink will be speaking
to several religion classes on Friday. The
campus community is welcome to attend
both of these valuable presentations. For
further information see Dr. Bruins in the
Religion Department.
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Sophomores leave freshmen at end of rope

The 1980 Pull began last Friday at 4:10
p.m. amidst a mob of cheering students,
parents and faculty. At first it seemed to
be merely a test of strength between the
two teams, with the freshmen quickly
gaining inches at the start, only to lose
rope during their lock-ins 20 minutes into
O the contest.
u
Things went from bad to worse for the
u
CU freshmen when by 5:35 there were only
o six to 10 inches of rope left until the
sophomores would pop the first even-year
pit to be popped in years. Ten minutes
later, the inevitable occurred and the
class of '84 was down to 17 pits.
The freshmen, however, exhibiting the
'never-say-die' attitude necessary to
undertake the challange of pulling, held
their shaky ground until approximately
6 05 p.m., when the '83 pullers popped
their second pit.
One quarter of an hour later, after six
more pits had been popped, the class of
1983 hauled in their trophy.
Emotions ran high on both sides of the
Black River. Freshman puller Matt
Vanderborgh stated, "I was very
depressed that we lost, but I was glad that
it was over ... I'll do it again next y e a r . "
Beth Kowalke, morale girl for freshman Paul Martin, stated, "I felt pulled
apart at the end. It was a feeling that I
never had before in my life. I felt really
proud that I was in it — I felt proud for the
whole team because we did our best and
we didn't give up ... it was intense."
Robin Webb, a sophomore team
member, had a hard time defining her
feelings: 44At first I remembered when
we lost last year, all of the pain. Then
when I saw all of the rope in the pit, I got
really happy. We finally did what we set
out to do!"
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FIRST GENERAL MEETING
FOR HOPE WOMEN INTERESTED
IN PLAY, SONG AND ORATION

Wednesday, Oct. 8
Dimnent Chapel
5:30 P.M. ffn
•Questions? Terri Proos X6661 or Deb Kunzi X6666
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Hope profs give views on religion in politics
(continued from p. 2)
spective a s an educational institution, it
seemed only natural to query a few
m e m b e r s of the professional community
here regarding this issue. Two questions
in particular c a m e under discussion:
should or can politics and religion mix
and if so, how? Even more crucial, what
is a Christian's obligation to society as a
whole?
ROBERT
ELZER,
ASSOCIATE
professor of politcal science thinks the
evangelical participation in politics is a
" g r e a t thing" in terms of encouraging a
sense of social responsibility. Although he
does not come from the evangelical
perspective, he welcomes the change in
attitude. He went on to say that for a long
time, the affairs of the soul have taken
precedence over the a f f a i r s of the state in
the Christian tradition, and that many did
not believe that also through involvement
in the political process one could perhaps
improve society. Elzer observes that in
the classic tradition the belief among
philosophers was that a man was not
really human until he contributes to the
whole. From its beginnings Christianity
has tended to reject that notion in favor of
the Spirit." He also commented that as
citizens '^Christians have some kind of
obligation to influence the outcome."
Groups such as Falwell's have sprung up,
Elzer maintains, N out of "pent-up
frustration" with the conditions of
society. Elzer does not seem to fear (he
Evangelical movement as a potentially
formidable interest group. In fact he
approves of it on the basis that "It is
essential that society have as wide a
diversity as possible in the political
process or the process becomes less
representitive. He did not rule out the
possibility that the influence of the
Evangelical movement could "cut into
Carter s support base."

his suit. Chief lobbyist for Christian
Voice, Gary J a r m i n confirms Voskuil's
assertion, ' T h e j p u r p o s e of the morality
report card is not to make a moral
j u d g m e n t on the c h a r a c t e r of a
congressman. If you agree with our point
of view, that's ail that counts." (The
Christian Century, April 16,1980)
Voskuil says that Falwell 1 'speaks for a
large minority" although he would like 51
percent of the American electorate to side
with his ideas. He added, "Don't underestimate the power of this movement.
If Falwell could get the votes he wants
(for Reagan), Reagan would win the
election." He also predicted that
evangelical activists will have enough of
an effect to unseat certain congressmen
not sympathetic with their views.
WHILE VOSKUIL IS of the opinion t h a t
a "Christian's faith should influence his
world-view", he cannot a g r e e with
Falwell's providing simplistic answers to
complex social problems. He remarks,
"Falwell and those like him read the
letter of the faith but not the spirit. With
his legalistic evangelical view of life,
Falwell is trying to bridge the gap between legal and moral concerns."You can
not dictate morality." Voskuil also
wonders how Falwell can interpret the
Bible as he does. "Where does he get his
justification for such a militaristic and
anti-woman s t a n c e ? " He thinks that
Falwell's ambition is to incalculate the
whole of American culture with his brand
of Christian culture. Yet, Voskuil doubts
that Falwell's experts can pay off

Renze Hoeksema. also associate
professor of political science, of the other
hand, expressed his reservations. He
argues, "Christians should seek a
pluralistic society which means to live
and let live. Christians will have to
tolerate the sad in order to propagate the
faith." Intolerance concerns Hoeksema.
His estimation is that Falwell and his
group "tend to be intolerant. You can't
say abortion is bad in every case. You can
only do the best you can do then wrestle
with your decision." He continues. "The
Church should condemn wrong and
should encourage right. The only problem
with this is that the decisions made a r e
largely emotional. P r e a c h e r s may be
experts in the field of God's word, but
they a r e not experts in governmental
affairs. He cites the evangelical rejection
of the SALT II treaty as an example,
Evangelicals contend that the treaty is
equal to d i s a r m a m e n t . H o e k s e m a
believes that this is a simplistic and
dangerous position because it seems to be
advocating a proliteration of a r m a m e n t s ,
rather that a ceiling on how many
weapons each side may have. The idea
that Falwell, a preacher with little
background in this sensitive area, is
espousing a policy disturbs Hoeksma
although he admits that a "risk for peace
is also a risk for w a r . " But the government must take such a chance or there
might well be war. He concluded, "A
Christian should become involved in
politics, but it must not be a mindless
activism. Besides the United States is not
a Christian nation, but a fallen nation."

politically in the long term. "There will
be a backlash.", he said.
Both Chaplains J e r r y Van Heest and
P e t e Semeyn concur that it is the
responsibility of Christians to be involved
in the running of the nation. E a c h person
should become knowledgeable about the
issues based on what he believes,
Secondly, a Christian leader is responsible for urging people to become inv o l v e ^ b i t must not abuse his power.
Van Heest assents that while Falwell
has the right a s a citizen to do as he does,
he and other evangelical leaders
"shouldn't be confusing their electronic
productions with their political activity
because the people who a r e their
followers may have trouble sorting out
whether the preacher's views a r e his own
or God's word." Van Heest emphasizes
the tremendous power the preacher in the
pulpit enjoys. Television magnifies that
image on the minister as official transmitter of God's message. People see the
clergyman as an authority figure.
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be earful in using the Bible to suit his own
purposes. Leaders like Galwell come in
with their minds m a d e u p and look to the
Bible for ammunition." Semeyn a s well
recognizes a minister's power over his
followers,"You have to be careful not to
hoist your views on things on other
people." He highly objects to the
dogmatic attitude of some evangelicals
who pass a judgement on others by saying
"If you're a Christian, you'll vote this
way." Because ethical issues more often
than not tend to fall in the grey a r e a , the
pastor has a responsibility to present both
ideas has one view may be just as valid as
the other.

"Ministers have a responsibility to their
ordination in their preaching and Bible
teaching. They need to be cautious on
certain issues." Above all, ministers
"sould respect their listeners' position."
He coutioned Falwell not to "be quick to
speak to the congregation on some of the
issues of the day from a biblical perspective with the promise that we do so
by"presenting the total biblical perspective." Falwell and those like him
tend to be one-sided, and narrow in their
biblical interpretations. A minister must

SEMEYN STRESSED THAT it is a
Christian's obligation to care for the poor
and the hungry in the w o r l d He worries
about Falwell's stand on pumping ever
more billions of dollars into defences, as
the needs of "the m e e k " may suffer.
Compassion takes a back seat. " I have
trouble with the idea of mixing America
as God's country." S e m e y r ^ a i d .

Sunlights:
The lightest snoes on earth.

i

Enrollment hits new high
Enrollment for the fall semester has
risen to an all-time high, registrar Jon
Huisken has announced.
The head count at Hope totals 2,464
students, an increase of 109 over 1979-80.
The number of full-time students
compared to a year ago increased from
2,067 to 2,134 and those with part-time
status from 288 to 330. The full-time
equivalency increased from 2,153 to 2,228.
It is one of the largest single year
enrollment increases in the college s
history. Enrollment increased by 135
students from the 1967-68 to 1968-69 school
years (1.841 to 1.976).
Hope is the fourth largest private
college/university in Michigan. Approximately 75 percent of the student
body lives in college-owned housing.
Founded in 1851. Hope surpassed 1,000
students for the first time in 1956 and went
over 2,000 in 1969.
The number of students attending
college for the first time increased by
only four (594 to 598) from last year, but
there was a marked increase in the
number of transfer students, 89 to 135. In
addition, there was a higher than normal
. p e r c e n t a g e of r e t u r n i n g s t u d e n t s ,
especially among the sophomore class,
The enrollment by class with last y e a r ' s
in parentheses are: freshmen 654 (642),
sophomores 682 ( 599), juniors 560 ( 576),
seniors 376 (340) and special students 191
(188).
The student body is comprised of 1,251
women and 1,213 men from 43 states a n d
23 foreign countries.
Michigan has the largest .representation (1,796), followed by Illinois 153,

Dennis Voskuil, associate professor of
religion has some strong words for ecvangelicals like Falwell: "They a r e more
interested in political orthodoxy than in
religious m o r a l i t y . " F o r instance,
Richard
Kelly,
a
Republican
Representitive from Florida was given a
perfect 100 on his "morality report c a r d "
in Congress even though the FBI has
implicated him in the ABSCAM scandel
for stuffing $125,000 of bribe money into

New York 130, New Jersey 90, Ohio 31,
Wisconsin 30, Indiana 24, California 22,
Pennsylvania 16, and Colorado and
Massachusetts 12 each.
Foreign countries represented include
Canada, Chile, Columbia, Costa Rica,
Eritrea, Ethiopia, France, Ghana, Haiti,
Hong Kong, India, Iran, J a p a n , Liberia,
Malaysia, Mexico, Mozambique, the
Netherlands,
Panama,
Somalia.
Venezuela. Viet Nam and West Germany,

Foreign policy
debates slated
Hope students a r e producing a series of
six panel discussions addressing foreign
policy issues in the 1980 Presidential
campaign. These discussions will be
aired on the local cable television stations
in the remaining weeks proceeding the
election.
•
Merold W e s t p h a l , p r o f e s s o r of
philosophy, and J. Cotter Tharin,
professor of geology, will address the
issue of food in U.S. foreign policy in the
first panel discussion of the series.The television production will air on
Holland cable television Thursday, Oct. 2
at 8 p.m. and again Monday, Oct. 6 at 6
p.m.
The panel discussion series is a project
for this semester's U.S. Foreign Policy
history course, taught by E a r l Curry,
associate professor of history. Television
production work will be directed by Hope
communications students.

J.L. MURPHY HAIRSTYLING
J FOR MEN AND WOMEN
Haircut $6
Walk-int Welcome
392-6200

39 W. 10th
Near River Ave.
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Look down

the s h o e s

you're wearing right now.
Are they lined with glove
leather 7 And softly cushioned Irom heel to toe 1
That's what you ll h n d m
Sunlights Yet they're still
lighter than the s h o e s you're
probably wearing.
So, slip into something
more c o m f o r t a b l e And take
a load off your feet.
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Reagan's views outdated

w
o
<
CL (continued from p. 4)
Presidential debate around his statement
"It's time t o s t a r t o v e r . "
If we could wipe the slate clean, turn
o the clock back, and replay the game,
o perhaps Reagan would be an effective
c
o leader. But why even discuss the
u possibility of such an occurrence? InO
stead we need to face the future with the
J realization that the world will never again
o revolve around the United States, since
u
u countries such as Japan, China, Latin
a, America and Africa have all found an
o
X independence and strength unnoticed
before.
What has this to do with Reagan? The
world is shrinking. Because of this, internationalism is going to be more important than nationalism in the future.
We a r e going to have to work with all
sorts of people from all types of cultures.
This requires an understanding and an
awareness of all those sociological and
cultural factors which differentiate
people.
Now let's look at Reagan vis a vis the
rest of the world. With regard to past
history, he believes that McKinley "freed
Cuba " He's not likely to gain friends in
Latin America with that type of
ignorance. With regard to recent history,
he'd like to see us restore relations with
Taiwan, at the expense of ignoring a de
facto power of the past 30 years. With
regard to the future (this is the classic):
"I believe that the Soviet Union underlies
all the unrest lhat is going on in the
world." To say that is to ignore all the
cultural, political and sociological forces
which have caused unrest long before the
Soviet Union was ever formed.
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PARK
STARTS FRIDAY

i

Shows Nitely 7 & 9
Sot. Mot. 1 & 3

These are juSt three examples of the
type of ignorance which Reagan would
bring with him to office. It is based on his
lack of education and his narrow
parochial vision — his inability to see
further than the shores of California.
There's a whole world out there which is
moving closer and closer to us. Can we
afford to have someone as president who
doesn't understand other nations and
who, at this stage in life, really doesn't
want to understand?
There have been those in history who
have demonstrated the type of integrated
vision needed for today. Adlai Stevenson
already in I960 was calling for "an
alliance greater than NATO" to help the
emerging nations and thus ensure
stability for the future. J e r r y Brown, at
the Democratic convention, made a most
visionary speech calling on Americans to
forge new ties with greater America. In
contrast to these efforts of creating new
links, Reagan's answer is to use troops.
He certainly won't be remembered for his
originality of ideas.
Reagan best demonstrated his conservative, backward outlook at the first
Presidential debate. While John Anderson called for an entirely new attitude
on the part of Americans toward energy
and conservation. Reagan patted the
American people on the back for doing
what we could and then went on to say
Hiat ^onne^ation is not important. It is
obvious whicli aiinude will pBWs in sync
with a future of decreasing resources,
and which attitude will push us back until
we can no longer reach forward.
The future of America — analyze your
own opinion. If you believe that we should
be working for a goal rooted in the past,
then support Reagan. But if you see the
futility of such a mission, if you believe
that the U.S. is just going to have to accept a new world role, then Reagan is not
for you. The future remains to be seen,
but one thing is clear — it will be different. But different doesn't necessarily
mean bad if we can adapt to the changes
instead of fighting against them. The
future is something to look forward to. It
is not to be found in the past.
Karen Puschel
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A wooden shoe carver was one of the attractions at Dutch Day in the Phelps Dining
Hall (photoby Lora Rector)

Greek Week drawing to close
by Rich Osterhout
In the early days of Roman life togas
were worn to all occasions, including
parties. Today, togas a r e out of style, but
some Roman as well as Greek traditions
have been carried on by other cultures,
including the Hope culture.
If the title didn't give it away — Greek
Week has arrived. This is one opportunity
for all to get to know those who have

joined sororities or fraternities and to
learn about Greek organizations as a
whole.
There are activities planned for the
whole week, which will include the
following:
Friday the annual Talent Show will be
presented in the theatre. The show starts
at 8 p m.. with a $ 50 cover charge
Saturday "Dazed" will find their way to
the campus and rock all night as Greek
Week comes to an end with a dance in
DeWitt. The band will begin about 8 p m.
and finish right around 1 a.m. Once again,
cover will be $ 50.
There it is — two reasons to come out
from under all those books and see what
the Greeks are all about. Representatives
from all sororities and fraternities will be
present at all activities if anyone happens
to have any questions about the Greeks or
just to talk. They look forward to meeting
everyone and helping introduce all to the
unique style of Greek life. For further
information on all activities check the
calendars posted in DeWitt and Phelps
(in Phelps look near the comment board
or the clock).

392-2653

STARTS FRIDAY
Shows Nitely 7 & 9
Sot. Mots. 1 & 3
A feu Phelps residents
prepare for Saturday's
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"punk rock" dance

(photo by
Lora Hector)
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Soccer team wins two
by Steven Sayer
The soccer team won two games last
week, to raise their record to 6-1. The first
came against a tough Aquinas team and
the second win marked the beginning of
the league season. Kalamazoo was the
victim in that contest.

iir

Aquinas is a team whose program is
constantly improving. This year was no
exception, as the Saints traveled to
Holland with several all-state recruits.

they were generally regarded as the best
team in the M1AA.
Hope set out to disprove that theory
when they traveled to Kalamazoo last
Friday. Although the Dutch were outshot
16-6 they made their shots when they ^
needed them. Todd Kamstra was the first g
. to score as he capitalized on an indirect g
free kick from just outside the penalty „
box. Fowler flicked the ball to the waiting
Kamstra and he wacked it first time into
the upper right comer.
/
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Todd Kamstra makes a leap for the ball (photoby Lora Rector)

V andenberg
coaches
Bill Vandenberg recently assumed
coaching duties with the varsity golf team
when the former coach, Doug Peterson,
returned to graduate school.
Vandernberg has been associated with
Hope for many years, including four as a
student (graduating in 1963) and nine
years with the admissions office, working
as the school's eastern admissions
representative from 1969 thru June of
1978.
Thus far in three league meets the golf
team is in third place, two points behind
Albion and hoping to do something about
Olivet s current domination in league
play to date.
Jartiie Drew, senior and team captain,
has played well in all league meets so far,
averaging 77 strokes per round. The team
scoring has both improved and becomemore consistent, and Vandenberg is
optimistic about the four remaining
matches. "Our play in and around the
greens has hurt us some, and we must
putt better from here on out if we hope to
catch Olivet," he said.

As expected, Aquinas provided the
The Hornets then tied it up on a shot
Dutch with all they could handle. Tom
Park started off the scoring in the game from their captain, Itchy Tsouroka. The
when he hit a low sizzler into the lower Dutch went ahead for keeps when Fowler
left corner. It was Park's first goal of the took a pass on the right wing, cut into the
season and his first from the stopper penalty box and banged a near post shot
position, which he just began playing this underneath the keeper. Senior Rich
year. Park also had a hand in the next Kuhrt. recovering from an injury, played
goal as he fed teammate Paul Fowler for an outstanding game at right fullback.
the score. Aquinas' lone goal came on a
deflection.
The next home game for the Flying
The Kalamazoo game also ended up in
the same score of 2-1. Kalamazoo Dutchmen will be a night game tomorrow
returned all 11 starters this season. On at 6:30 p.m. in Holland Municipal
the basis of this and because of their very Stadium, when the Dutch will take on
respectable third-place finish last season. Olivet.

Field hockey team breaks even
by Richard Kuhrt
The field hockey team met up with a
tough Michigan State team on Tuesday,
Sept. 23 and got womped 7-0.
The Spartans, who featured a team
made up entirely of players playing on
scholarships, outshot the Dutch 40 shots
to one. Coach Anne Irwin, who felt that
the team did improve through the endeavor, thought that the Hope squad had
it in their end much more than Polly
Tamminga's lone shot indicated. She
praised Heather Uecker for a fantastic
job in goal and went on to say that three of
the goals scored by State should have
been called back on off-sides calls.
On Saturday, Sept. 27, Hope met up
against Olivet and the game, similar to
the Spartan game, ended in a score of 7-2.
However, this time it was Hope who
romped in their second league contest of
the season. The game started out slow
with nobody scoring for a long time and
the half ended in a 2-1 lead for the Dutchmen. However, the Dutch uncorked it
in the second half, scoring an amazing
five goals while outshooting Olivet 40
shots to seven. Outstanding players of the
day included Mary Lou Ireland (two

Golfers out-putted again
bv Kathy Fox
On Sept. 22 the Flying Dutchmen golf
team played another of their MIAA
tournaments. Adrian was hosting the
match. The winning team score was
again shot by Olivet, at 400. They were
followed by Adrian and Alma tying for the
second place with 403, and Hope came in
third with a score of 405.
Jamie Drew was again the low man for
Hope. He was also the co-medalist with
Bill Knighton with a score of 75. Graig
Stevens and Steve Angle tied with scores
of 81. Scott Lokers and John Votaw both
had scores of 84 and Dave Mitchell shot
an 18-hole score of 86.
Coach Bill Vandenberg was encouraged
by the team score. The team has reduced
the number of shots they are getting
beaten by significantly.
i
On Friday, Sept. 26, the Flying Dut-

chmen came in fourth at the Aquinas
Invitational. Olivet was again first with a
score of 315, Lansing Community College
was second with a total of 320, and Grand
Rapids College had a score of 323. Hope's
Flying Dutchmen came in fourth with a
score of 324.
Drew was again the low man for the
team. His total score for the day was 77.
He was also tied with five other players
for second lowest in the individual
scoring. Scott Lokers shot an 81; the rest
of the team — Votaw, Stevens and Mitchell — all had rounds of 83.
Vandenberg said that the team did as
well as he thought they would. He was
hoping, however, that they would do a
little bit better. Vandenberg stated that
"this match had the best balanced
scoring that they had all season."
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FURNITURE STORE
BUY AN
A U C T I O N S A L E S • T U E S . AT 7 » 0 0 P . M .

D

SELL

BOUWMAN'S FURNITURE
7 M I L E S S O U T H O F H O L L A N D O N B L U E S T A R HIGHWAY

HRS.I MON -FRI. I P M. TO 7 P . M .
SAT. 9 A M. TO 6 P.M.

PHS.I B T O * * - S S F - A T E A
HOME - 8 9 - ? - A 2 B 9

goals and an assist), Polly Tamminga
(two goals). Barb Herpich (one goal and
one assist). Sue Allie (two goals), and
Lois Tamminga (one assist).
Irwin stated, "The team is getting more
depth on the offensive line both from the

forwards and links or halfbacks. Their
passing was the best I have seen yet."
Yesterday the team played Grand
VaUey. The next conference game is
Tuesday, Oct. 7 at Albion.

127 N. River
At Howard Ave.

396-6821

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10-2 A.M., Fri. & Sot. 10-4 A.M.
Sunday 12-12

Buy 2 Subs
Get 3rd Sub Free
With Hope I.D.
Roast Beef . .
Ham
Sub Special..
BMT

6" Snack

12" Snack

1.69
1.49
1.49
1.69

2.79
2.39
2.49
2.89

Fixin's no extra charge:
Onian, lettuce, tomato, pickles, green pepper, black olives,
mushrooms, hot peppers, mustard, mayonnaise, ketchup,
olive oil, vinegar, b-b-q sauce, American cheese.
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Runners pass hornets

by Steve Underwood
Southwell (10th-27:34), Mike Schmuker
O
A
breeze
and
a
bear
would
be
the
best
(llth-27:39).
x
o way to describe the week of the Hope
c
On Saturday Hope found themselves
o cross-country team. They opened the
amid
22 other squads on a marshy, hilly
w MIAA dual meet season on Sept. 23,
course that made their own look like a
O
blowing away the Kalamazoo Hornets l»- pancake. Northuis again came from
3
3 42, at the Holland Country Club. But it behind, passing 24 runners in the last mile
o took considerably more effort for the
to finish 25:53—a strong 30th out of 223.
u
u Dutch to endure the hills of the Wisconsin Victor was Hope's second man, finishing
Parkside University course and finish 73rd in 27:35. Following were Underwood
K 11th out of 23 teams in the Mid-American (76th-27:39), Schoemaker (90th-27'50)
Collegiate Cross-Country Championships Kortering (93rd-27:54), Southwell (109thlast Saturday.
28:28), Visscher (nith-28:31). Hope's 352
Steve Underwood (26:12), Mark Nor- points were 31 better than league foe and
thuis (25:18), and Dave Visscher (27:01).
12th place Albion. Coach Vanderbilt put
rallied in the last two miles of the race to things in perspective saying,"! think It
take the first three places in the Kazoo was a solid parformance in that only one
rout. Visscher's run was particularily division three school did better than we
strong as he cracked the top seven for the did."Indeed, most of the other schools
first time in 1980. After the Hornets had were Division II schools.
taken the next two, the Flying Dutchmen
Tomorrow, the Dutchmen will again hit
sailed in with the next six places: Jim
the road for a big meet.They will be going
Schoemaker (6th-27:22), John Victor to the Notre Dame Invitational, and will
(7th-27:25), Rick Webster (8th-27:29), then have three more away meets before
Larry Kortering (9th-27:34), Mark returning home to face Albion on Oct.25.
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Run-bike-swim planned
Registration forms are available for
the third annual Hope Run-Bike-Swim, an
event designated to appeal to the competitor as well as the recreationalist.
The event, sponsored by ODL, Inc. of
Zeeland in cooperation with Hope's
physical education department, will be
held Saturday, Oct. 25, in conjunction
with
the
college's
Homecoming
celebration.
Seven different activities, including a
new tricathlon, will be available, according to Glenn Van Wieren, organizer
of the event.
Competitive runners will have a chance
to run either 5,000 or 10,000 meters while a

Sue Williams returns a shot while her t e a m m a t e s look on (photo by Kathy Jenks)

special one-mile run-walk event will be
held for those seeking only to get some
exercise. There will also be a 13,000meter bike race.
The Kresge Natatorium in the Dow
Health and Physical Education Center
will be site of three swimming events.
There will be a 400-meter race against the
clock for those 12 years and under and an
800-meter race for those 13 and over.
The tncathlon will recognize those who
enter the run, bike, and swim events.
Fre-registration for competitive events
is encouraged, although entries will be
accepted on Oct. 25 between 8 and 8:30
a.m.

V-bollers net victories
by Richard Kuhrt
The Flying Dutchmen volleyball team
faced and defeated three opponents last
week.
On Thursday, Sept. 25, the squad took
on Saginaw Valley and Spring Arbor
They beat Saginaw Valley by scores of 157, 15-4 and Spring Arbor, who is
traditionally a strong school by 15-0 15-4
Joe VanHeest (30 points) and Elsie Jerez
f97
n n i n f o led
n ^ the team in
; scoring. Coach
(27 points)
De Haan expressed that "The varsity
played very well." Also on the same
evening the junior varsity defeated
Spring Arbor j.v. although it took them
five
games to do it. The team finished
strongly in defeating them 15-4 in the final
game.

Dutchmen suffer fourth loss
by Tim Taylor
Here comes the MIAA - that is what
coach Ray Smith and his Flying Dut
after
snfTp8"
h^11 t ^ a m ^ u s t b e
suffering their fourth consecutive loss
this time at the hands of Franklin (In
diana), 19-14. It is the worst start for a
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and hopefully better things,
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a Kalamazoo team
which looks like a revamped model as the
Hornets head into the game with a 2-1
record. This record could be deceiving,
however, as one of the victories was
(Division
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J J a was a drastic change as
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showing on the clock. A scramble and two
pass completions later, the Flying Dutchmen found themselves on the 16 with
:23
0 and no time-outs.
Saturday
the IV
team
«seconds remaining
.
—
ti.va 111 hosted
uudicu its
llo first
Iirsi
Excellent pass coverage, not passing as league match in the Dow Center and
was expected, won the game for Franklin emerged from it victorious. The scores
as
Spencer had plenty of time to throw but were 15-10, 15-7 and 15-0 with Hone
n O b 0 d y t0 thrOW t0 A s a r e s u l t
"OP® w a s
b a t i n g Albion' three games in a row
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squads meet Saturday at

instrumental in the drive.
After a total of six possessions, a punt
was shanked by Hope (14 yards) and
Franklin had the ball on the Dutch 29. The
Grizzlies immediately capitalized on the
Hope miscue as Brian Beckham scam-
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disappointed with the way thev olaved
their first game was very pleased Jith
the way the second team played " These
second six players shut Albion out by the
score of
Tuesday night could have marked the
mos

t difficult m a t c h « of lhe^«!son for
the undefeated Dutch team. The squad
cham
^
^ ^
P i o n s Adrian as well
as a tough division II school Grand
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Hope will sponsor its annual Youth Day
Saturday in conjunction with a home
football game.
The admissions office will sponsor a
program for interested high school youth
groups in the morning. Registration will
begin at 9:30 a.m. in the DeWitt Student
and Cultural Center, followed by campus
tours, a chapel service, and lunch.
Youth groups will be the guests of the *
college at the Hope vs. Kalamazoo
football game, to be played at the Holland
Municipal Stadium, beginning at 1:30
p.m.
The cost for those participating in the 1
program, which includes lunch, is $2 per :
person. Registrations should be directed
to the admissions office.
Youth groups wishing to attend the
football g a m e only should contact J a n e
Mason at the physical education ^
department in Dow Center.
, ft
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FOR SALE: Dorm-tlzed Sanyo fridge. White,
used and In excellent condition. Call 392-6454.
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in 11 plays, the last being an 11-yard pass
to reserve fullback John Vander Starre
The TD left Hope still in touch with
Franklin, 19-14 with 2:22 left to play in the
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The team's next match will take place
on Saturday, Oct. 4 at Kalamazoo.

.

again, this time on a slightly longer drive
of 89
yards, to up their lead to 19-7 with
5:53 left on the dock

{

position in the league and went on to say
that if we could get past Grand Valley, an
undefeated season is possible."
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WANTED: Lead gultoriit-vocaliit for working
bond with rock and bluet format. Call Jim or
Tom 996-7300.
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PORTRAITS
FORMALS
PASSPORTS
I.D.s

DETS
OwWort—BoniM
MondoNiM A n d F l d d l M
String InstrwnMnt
Conttruction R c p o t n
" I , Mil*,

392-4972
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